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Background/Introduction

•

The Tax Procedures Act (TPA) was introduced with a view to provide uniform
procedures for consistency and efficiency in tax administration and facilitate tax
compliance;

•

It consolidates legal provisions relating to the administration of Income Tax,
VAT, Excise Duty and KRA Act;

•

Received presidential assent on 15 December 2015 and was published in the
Kenya Gazette on 18 December 2015;

•

The TPA came into operation on 19 January 2016.
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Registration, Change of Particulars
and Deregistration
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Tax registration

•

A person who becomes liable or expects to become liable to Income Tax, VAT
and Excise duty is required to apply to register for the relevant taxes;

•

The application is required to be on prescribed form and accompanied by
identity documents;

•

The application should be made within 30 days of becoming liable for the
relevant taxes;

•

Where any of the tax laws mentioned above require registration or gives an
option for registration, the person is required to comply with the specific tax law
in addition to the Tax Procedure Act;

•

Once the commissioner is satisfied that the person is liable for the tax
registration applied for, he shall register the person;

•

The commissioner can deny registration of a person and shall inform the person
within 14 days of that decision;
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Commissioner to register a person

•

Commissioner can use the initial information provided by the applicant to
register a person for other tax laws or license required under those laws;

•

Commissioner can compulsorily register a person who does not register but is
required to apply for registration for any of the relevant taxes;
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Notification for change of particulars

•

Changes in business requiring notification within 30 days of the occurrence of
the changes:
1.

Place of business, registered address and change of name;

2.

For an incorporated business, of the persons with shareholding of 10% or
more of the issued share capital;

3.

Where there is nominee ownership, the business to disclose the beneficial
owner;

4.

Trust to provide the full details and identities of its trustees and
beneficiaries;

5.
6.

Partnership to provide the details and identities of all the partners;
On cessation or sale of the business, relevant information on the
liquidation or details of ownership
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Deregistration

•

When a person ceases to be required to register for a tax law, he should apply
to the Commissioner to be deregistered for that tax law in a prescribed form and
within 30 days of ceasing to be required to register for that tax law;

•

Where in addition to the requirement under Tax Procedure Act (TPA), a tax law
requires a person to apply for de-registration, the person should apply for
deregistration in accordance with that tax law;

•

The Commissioner shall deregister the person if satisfied that he is no longer
required to remain registered for a tax and inform the person in writing;

•

The Commissioner can deregister a person on his own motion if satisfied that
the person should be deregistered. He shall inform the person or his tax
representative of the decision. Examples include when a natural person has died
or a company has been liquidated;

•

The date of deregistration shall be the date of notification of deregistration by
the Commissioner.

•
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Personal Identification Number (PIN)
•

Registration for taxes mentioned earlier is signified by issuance of a PIN;

•

It is an alpha-numeric number consisting of 11 characters out of which 2 are
alphabets (first and last) and 9 are numerals;

•

The PINs for natural persons and non-natural persons are differentiated by the
first character of the PIN;

•

Whereas natural person’s PIN starts with A, that of non-natural persons starts
with P;

•

It is used for purposes of all the tax laws covered by this Act;

•

There are certain transactions for which a PIN is required and the person who
requires PIN for such purpose shall be issued with the PIN on application;

•

PIN requires to be stated on any return, notice or other documents lodged or
submitted under a tax law;

•

Also on any documentation required for purpose of transaction specified under
the 1st Schedule to Tax Procedure Act.
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Personal Identification Number (PIN)

•

PIN specific to a person and shall not be used by any other person except by a
tax agent appointed by the person in writing and even then only for purpose of
the tax affairs of that person;

•

Person issued with PIN for specified transaction shall notify the Commissioner
when he no longer requires the PIN for the transaction;
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Personal Identification Number (PIN)

•

A PIN is required for the following transactions:
1.

2.

Registration of titles and stamping of instruments;

Development plans approvals and payment for water deposit and power
connections;

3.

Motor vehicle registration, transfer and licensing;

4.

Companies and business name registration;

5.

Underwriting of insurance business;

6.

Trade licensing;

7.

Importation of goods;

8.

Contract for supply of goods to government ministries and public bodies;

9.

Opening accounts with financial institutions and investments banks.
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PIN cancellation

•

Commissioner shall cancel a PIN when satisfied that;
1. The person has been deregistered due to the fact that he ceased to be
required to be registered for purpose of a tax law;
2. The person required to notify the Commissioner that he no longer requires a
PIN for purposes transactions under the First Schedule of Tax procedures
Act, fails to do so;
3. The person notifies the Commissioner that he no longer requires PIN for
purpose of the transactions under the First Schedule;
4.

PIN issued under incorrect identity or the person has another PIN that is in
force;

5.

Commissioner may at any time cancel a PIN issued to a person and issue a
new PIN to the person.
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Taxpayer’s representatives and tax agents
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Taxpayer’s Tax representative

•

Who is a tax representative?
1. Guardian or other legal representative of an individual under legal disability
who receives income or is entitled to receive income on behalf of or for the
benefit of the individual;
2.

CEO, MD, Company Secretary, Treasurer, Trustee or resident director or
similar officer acting or purporting to act in such position;

3.

For an association, if that the person is responsible for accounting for and
payment of money on its behalf;

4. For partnership, a partner or a manager of the partnership responsible for
accounting for the receipt or payment of moneys;
5.

A trustee of a trust. Such trust excludes the estate of a deceased person;

6.

Accounting officer of a public institution;

7.

Person responsible for receipt and payments of moneys in the case of
foreign government and international organizations;
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Taxpayer’s Tax representative

8. A person controlling the affairs of a non-resident person including the
manager of the non-resident person;

9. A person appointed as an Administrator, Personal representative, Executor of
a will, trustee in bankruptcy, receiver or liquidator;
10. Any person, if that person is the agent or representative of that person as
provided under a tax law or specified by the Commissioner to be the agent
or representative.
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Taxpayer’s Tax representative

•

If a non-resident person with no fixed place of business in Kenya is
required to register under a tax law, the person will appoint a tax
representative in writing;

• If the person fails to appoint a representative, the Commissioner shall
appoint one for him whose obligations are set out in the following pages.
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Liabilities and Obligations of Tax representatives

• Responsible for performing any duty or obligation imposed by a tax law
on the taxpayer including submission of returns and payment of tax;

• Tax representative shall be indemnified where he makes tax payment on
behalf of the taxpayer with his authority;
• A tax representative shall be personally liable for the payment of any tax
due by the tax representative in that capacity, unless the tax
representative pays all monies received or accrued in respect of which
the tax is payable or the tax representative did not know or could not
reasonably be expected to know of the tax liability;
• The appointment of tax representatives does not relieve a taxpayer from
performing any obligation imposed on the taxpayer under a tax law that
the tax representative of the taxpayer has failed to perform.
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Tax Agents
•

An individual or a partnership wanting to operate as a tax agent is
required to apply to the Commissioner and pay the prescribed fee;

•

The applicant would be required to be recommended for registration by
the tax agents committee;

• The Commissioner shall issue a license to the applicant if the applicant is
a fit and proper person to prepare returns, notice of objection or
otherwise transact business with the Commissioner on behalf of the
taxpayer; and
•

Every partner in the partnership is of good character and integrity;

• The Commissioner shall notify the applicant in writing of his decision and
may from time to time publish a list of persons issued with licenses to
act or operate as tax agents.
• A person who is not a tax agent shall not provide tax agency services or
offer tax services for a fee. This does not apply to a legal practitioner
acting in the ordinary course of his profession;
• A tax agent may apply in writing to the Commissioner to cancel the
license or the Commissioner may cancel a license by a notice in writing
where there are sound reasons to do so.
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Stripping of Company assets

• Where an arrangement has been entered into by any director or other
senior officer or controlling member of the company with the intention of
disabling the company from settling current or future tax liability, the
senior members of the company shall be jointly and severally liable for
the tax liability of the company.
• If a company officer can prove he or she did not benefit from the
transaction; opposed the transaction; did not know of the transaction or
notified KRA of the same, the company officer shall not be held
responsible.
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Tax returns and record-keeping
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Tax returns

• The Act provides for extension of time to submit tax returns;
• The application for extension should be done before the original due date
of the return and the Commissioner shall respond in writing;
• The Commissioner has to be satisfied with the reasons for the delay in
order to grant the application for extension;
• However, the extension of time to submit a tax return does not extend to
payment of tax associated with the return;
• The Act empowers the Commissioner, by notice, to require a taxpayer to
submit a tax return at any time during a reporting period and pay any
tax due in relation to the return;
•

The commissioner can require a person to furnish him returns showing
such information and in such form and manner and within such time as
he may prescribe;
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Record-Keeping

• Records should be kept in either of the two official languages and
retained for 5 years from the end of the reporting period to which it
relates unless a shorter period is specified in a tax law.
• The period may be extended where filed returns are amended by the
taxpayer or Commissioner; or where there are proceedings that
commenced before the end of the 5 year period;
• The prescribed unit of currency in books of accounts, records, tax
returns or tax invoices is the Kenya Shilling;
• The Act permits Regulations to be published that may provide for a
simplified system of record-keeping for small business enterprises.
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Tax assessments
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Tax assessments
• Self –assessment include payment return, NIL Return and credit return
as well as electronic return with pre-entered information or tax being
computed electronically as the information is being entered into the
form;
•

Default assessment are made on taxpayers who fail to submit
returns;

•

Advance assessment can be made before the due date on which the
return is due;

• Amended assessment arises where a tax audit results in change in the
self-assessment or the taxpayer applied for correction of error or
mistake;
•

Application for correction of error or mistake should be made within 5
years from the date of filing the self-assessment return;

• The Act limits the period open for tax assessment by the KRA to 5
years from end of the reporting period to which it relates;
• However, there is no time limit for assessment in case of gross or
willful neglect, evasion or fraud by a taxpayer.
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Collection and recovery of tax
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Collection and recovery of tax

• Taxpayers allowed to apply for an extension of time to pay a tax due
under a tax law. If satisfied, the Commissioner shall notify the taxpayer
of his decision to grant extension or require the taxpayer to pay in
instalments. This should happen within 30 days;
• The extension of the time does not extinguish the penalties and interest
applicable to the tax;

• Interest has been reduced to 1% per month from 2% provided in the tax
laws. Interest computed on simple basis as opposed to the compound
interest provided under VAT Act;
• Late payment interest payable by a person in respect of withholding tax,
PAYE, among other agency taxes shall be borne personally by the person
and shall not be recoverable from any other person;
•

The provision for waiver of interest no longer exists.
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Collection and recovery of tax

• The person receiving or withholding tax in respect of supplies or services
shall hold the amounts in trust for the government;
•

If the person receiving the tax is liquidated or declared bankrupt, the
tax shall not form part of the estate of the person and shall be paid to
the commissioner before any distribution is made;

• The Commissioner could in order to secure payment of tax require a
person to furnish security.
• Commissioner can recover unpaid tax as a civil suit due to the
government and where the amount does not exceed KES 100,000, it
shall be recovered summarily;
• The Commissioner has the powers to issue a departure prohibition order
in writing to the Director of Immigration where he has reasonable
grounds to believe that a person may leave Kenya without settling tax
liabilities associated with that person.
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Collection and recovery of tax

• Commissioner may put a charge on a property owned by a tax defaulter
but shall notify the taxpayer within 7 days of the notification to the land
registrar;
• Commissioner can recover unpaid tax by distress and sale of the
property of a taxpayer;
• The Commissioner can collect tax from a person who owes money or
holds money on account of a taxpayer;
•

Commissioner can seize and forfeit goods on which tax offence has
been committed;

•

Seized items that are not due for forfeiture shall not be held for more
than 6 months and in the case of banks, only copies of documents
should be taken.
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Refund of Tax

• Where a taxpayer has overpaid a tax, the person should apply for a
refund within 5 years of the date the tax was paid.

• The Commissioner may audit the refund to ascertain its validity and
communicate his decision within 90 days of receiving the application for
refund;
• Tax refunded in error should be repaid to the KRA within interest within
30 days of demand of repayment;

•

The interest charged on the tax refunded in error shall not exceed the
tax;

• The Act grants the Commissioner power to apply a tax overpayment to
settle any tax liability owed to the KRA under any tax law before the
taxpayer is refunded any money.
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Tax Decisions, Objections and Appeals

31
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Tax Decisions, Objections & Appeals

• The Act introduces several changes to fastrack the process of dispute
resolution between taxpayers and the KRA.

• Taxpayers aggrieved by a Commissioner’s tax decision shall now be
required first to lodge an objection under the Tax Procedures Act, within
30 days, before proceeding under any other written law.
• Service of assessments on taxpayers electronically will be allowed and
taxpayers will also be allowed to submit returns of self-assessment
electronically without the need for filing or delivery of any equivalent
document or counterpart in paper form.
• The Act permits a taxpayer to apply in writing to the Commissioner for
an extension of time to lodge a notice of objection. The Commissioner
may allow for an extension if he is satisfied with reasons set out in the
application.
• Under the earlier tax legislation, the Commissioner may allow a late
objection where a certain amount of tax and interest is deposited with
him.
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Tax Decisions, Objections & Appeals
• Taxpayers dissatisfied with the Commissioner’s decision upon objection
may appeal the decision to the Tribunal provided the taxpayer has paid
tax not in dispute or entered into a payment plan with the
Commissioner.
• Taxpayers dissatisfied with the Tribunal’s decision may appeal to the
High Court within 30 days of being notified of the Tribunal’s decision.
• Taxpayers dissatisfied with the decision of the High Court may appeal to
the Court of Appeal within 30 days of being notified of the High Court
decision or within such longer period as the Court of Appeal may allow.
• The Act harmonizes the period within which the Commissioner should
provide his decision on an objection filed by a taxpayer to 60 days.
• Where parties apply for settlement of disputes out of Court or the
Tribunal, this should be done within a period of 90 days, failing which,
the dispute is referred back to the Court or Tribunal.
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Tax Rulings
• Commissioner can make a public ruling setting out his interpretation of a
tax law and such ruling will be binding on him until he withdraws it by
publishing a notice;
• Binding public rulings may be issued or withdrawn by publishing a notice
in at least 2 national newspapers and shall take effect on the date
specified in the public ruling or, when a date has not been specified, from
the date the ruling is published;
• The Act allows taxpayers to apply for binding private rulings to the
Commissioner in respect of all taxes. Before this, it was only the VAT Act
(2013) that allows for application for private rulings;
• If satisfied with details regarding a transaction, the Commissioner shall
be required to issue a private ruling to an applicant within 45 days of
receiving an application for a private ruling;
• The Commissioner shall publish a private ruling in at least 2 newspapers
with national circulation but conceal the identity of the applicant;
• The Act also sets out conditions for refusing an application for private
ruling, withdrawal of a private ruling and publication of private rulings.
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Communications and Electronic Tax System
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Communications & Electronic System

• The Act gives Commissioner powers to demand that a certain tax return,
application, document, payment of tax or act be done through electronic
or mobile communication;
• A statement contained in a document in electronic form shall be
admissible as evidence of any fact stated in that document;
• Submission of returns or payments of tax can done electronically on any
day even where the due date falls on a weekend or public holiday in
Kenya provided the deadline stipulated in a tax law is met;
• Before this change, tax legislation requires filing of tax returns and
payment of tax to be done on the previous working day if the due date
falls on a weekend or public holiday in Kenya;
• The Commissioner may issue a Tax Compliance Certificate valid for a
specified period and may revoke it where a person fails to honor a tax
demand or has violated provisions of a tax law.
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Administrative penalties and offence
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Administrative penalties and offences
•

A person is not subject to both penalty and prosecution for an offence
or omission in relation to a tax law;

• If a tax law provides for both penalty and prosecution in respect of an
act or omission, the commissioner shall decide on either the penalty or
prosecution;
•

If commissioner commences prosecution on a person who has paid a
penalty, the commissioner shall refund the tax unless prosecution is
withdrawn;

•

A person shall be liable to a penalty only when commissioner demands
the penalty in writing;

•

A person liable to a penalty shall apply to the commissioner for
remission of the penalty stating the reason for the application;

• The Commissioner can remit the tax in whole or part on application or
on his own motion but with prior approval of the Cabinet Secretary for
Treasury;
•

Commissioner required to maintain public records of each remission
together with the reasons for the remission and report to the AuditorGeneral once every 3 months.
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Administrative penalties and offences
• Use of false PIN on a return or other documents is an offence;
• Use of PIN of another person is considered use of false PIN unless the
person is a tax agent;

•

Obtaining PIN using false or forged document or through fraud or
misrepresentation or deceit is considered an offence;

•

If a person acting as an employee or an agent commits an offence
under a tax law, that person’s employer or principal shall be treated as
having also committed the offence;

•

If the person committing the offence is a Company, CEO, MD, Director,
Company secretary, treasurer etc shall be treated as having committed
the offence;

•

The persons mentioned can have defense of unawareness or without
consent;

•

The person has exercised reasonable diligence to prevent the
commission of the offence;

•

Fine not exceeding KES 1 million or imprisonment not exceeding 3 years
or both, would apply.
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Administrative penalties
Offense

Provision of repealed tax laws Provisions in the Tax Procedures
Act
Failure to register or de
VAT – KES 200,000 or
Penalty of KES 100,000 per
register for tax purposes
imprisonment for a term not
month or part thereof subject to a
where required to do so by
exceeding 2 years or both
cap of KES 1 million

Excise license – KES 500,000
a tax law

Income Tax – No specific
penalty
Failure to keep, retain or
No specific penalty or
Penalty equal to 10% of the amount
maintain proper documents imprisonment term provided
of tax payable subject to a
as required by a tax
apart from the general penalty
minimum of KES 100,000
legislation
Late submission of PAYE
KES 10,000 per return filed late Penalty equal to 25% of the tax
returns
due or KES 10,000; whichever is
higher
Late filing of any other tax •
Corporate entity - 5% of the Penalty of 5% of the amount of tax
return
tax due subject to a
payable under the return subject to
minimum of KES 10,000
a minimum of KES 20,000
•
Individual - 5% of the tax
This penalty applies equally to both
due subject to a minimum
corporate entities and individuals
of KES 1,000
KES 5,000 for turnover tax
Failure to file any other
document, other than a
tax return
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No specific penalty or
imprisonment term provided in
the repealed provisions under
various tax laws apart from the
general penalty

Penalty of KES 1,000 per day
subject to a maximum penalty of
KES 50,000
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Administrative penalties
Offense

Provision of repealed tax laws Provisions in the Tax
Procedures Act
Penalty of KES 100,000
No specific penalty or
imprisonment term provided in
the repealed tax laws apart
from the general penalty

Penalty for failure to
submit a tax return online
or pay a tax electronically
when required to do so
within 14 days of being
asked

Tax shortfall attributable to
deliberate provision of false
or misleading statement or
omission

•

•

VAT – Penalty of KES 1
million or imprisonment for a
term of 3 years or both
Income Tax – penalty of
200% of tax amount
involved

Penalty of 75% on tax shortfall
attributable to fraudulent tax
filing
20% penalty applicable on
tax shortfall not attributable
to fraud
Penalty on tax shortfall
increased by up to 25% for
repeat offenders (i.e. up to
100% on tax shortfall)
Penalty reduced by 10%
when a person discloses tax
shortfall voluntarily to the
KRA before audit starts
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Administrative penalties
Offense

Provision of repealed tax laws

Provisions in the Tax
Procedures Act

Tax avoidance

No specific penalty or
imprisonment term provided
under this.
However, the Commissioner has
powers to reverse a transaction
he adjudges to constitute tax
avoidance scheme and impose
penalties under various tax laws

Penalty equal to 200% of the
amount avoided by a
taxpayer

Fraudulent claim for a refund
of tax

VAT – provides for a penalty of
200% of the amount of the claim

Penalty of 200% the amount
of the claim under all tax laws

Offenses committed by KRA
officers or persons required
to act on Commissioner
instructions

VAT - Fine not exceeding KES
1.5 million or imprisonment for a
term not exceeding 3 years or
both
Income Tax – No specific penalty
however, a fine not exceeding
KES 100,000 or imprisonment for
a term not exceeding 6 months
or both may be applicable as a
general penalty.

Fine not exceeding KES 2
million or to imprisonment for
a term not exceeding 5 years
or to both
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This penalty is not eligible
for waiver by the
Commissioner or the
Cabinet Secretary
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Administrative penalties
Offense

Provision of repealed tax laws

Provisions in the Tax
Procedures Act

Offenses committed by
tax agents such as
participating in creation of
tax avoidance or evasion
schemes; acting as a tax
agent illegally

VAT – General penalty of a fine
not exceeding KES 1 million or
imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 3 years or both

Fine equal to 200% of the
amount of tax evaded or a fine
of KES 5 million whichever is
higher or to imprisonment for a
term not exceeding 5 years, or
to both

Fraudulent act of omission
and commission in respect
of a tax period

General penalty of a fine not
exceeding KES 1 Million or
imprisonment for a term not
exceeding 3 years or both

Income Tax – Fine not
exceeding KES 250,000 with
respect to each return,
statement, or other document
subject to additional tax

Failure to appear before the No specific penalty provided.
commissioner when
required when the
Commissioner is satisfied
that the person committed
an offense
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Fine not exceeding KES 10
Million or 200% of the amount
of tax evaded, whichever is
higher, or imprisonment for a
term not exceeding 10 years or
both
KES 10,000 in the case of an
individual and KES 100,000 in
any other case.
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Compounding of offences
•

This is where a person admits commission of an offence in respect of a tax law;

•

The admission must be in writing for the commissioner to exercise his powers
under this provision;

•

The commissioner constitutes a committee of 3 officers to consider applications
for compounding of an offence;

•

The order relating to this application will be signed by the commissioner and the
offender and witnessed by an officer;

•

The order specifies name of the offender, offence committed, sum of money to
be paid and the date or dates on which payment is to be made;

•

The order should be accompanied by the written admission of commission of
the offence;

•

The sum of money should not exceed what the person would have been liable
for if the person was prosecuted and convicted for the offence;

•

The Commissioner’s order shall be final and not subject to appeal.
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Miscellaneous provisions

•

A significant portions of Income Tax and VAT Act touching on returns and
notices, assessments, objections, appeals, collection, recovery and payment of
tax as well as offences and penalties have been replaced by Tax Procedure Act;

•

Officers of KRA have protection of the law and shall not be personally liable for
any act or omission done or committed in the performance of their functions;

•

The protection is not available if the officer has committed the act willfully and
dishonestly; was negligent or in contravention of a tax law;

•

Cabinet Secretary for the Treasury can make regulations for the purpose of this
Act.
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Transitional and saving

•

The Act shall apply to any act or omission that occurred or is occurring for which
no prosecution has been commenced or any assessment made against which no
appeal has been made before the commencement date;

•

Appeal or prosecution commenced before the commencement date may be
continued and disposed as if this Act had not come into force;

•

If a period for an application, appeal or prosecution has expired before
commencement date of this Act, a longer period specified in this Act does not
enable the actions;

•

Any tax liability that arose before the commencement date may be recovered
under this Act despite any action already taken for the recovery of the tax.
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Q&A
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Corporation Tax
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Outline

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction
Imposition of Income Tax
Exemption from Income tax
Ascertainment of Total Income-Deductions allowed and
deductions not allowed;
Capital deductions
Persons assessable
Returns and Notices
Leasing
2017 budget changes affecting corporate tax
Q&A
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Income Tax in Kenya
Administration
• The National Treasury (formerly Ministry of Finance)
• Kenya Revenue Authority (KRA)
• Domestic Taxes Department deals with Income Tax, Value Added Tax and
Excise duty

• Domestic Taxes Department that includes Medium and Small Taxpayers
(MST) Office and Large Taxpayers Office (LTO)
• Investigations & Enforcement
Applicable law
• Income Tax Act (ITA)
• Tax Procedures Act (TPA)
• Subsidiary legislation - Schedules, Income Tax Rules
• Income Tax Departmental / Administrative instructions
• Case Law
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Kenyan Tax structure

Direct Taxes

Other Taxes/levies

• Income Tax-Corporate & Individual

• Stamp duty

Indirect Taxes
• Value Added Tax
• Excise duty
• Customs Duty

• Airport Tax
• Catering levy
• Standards levy
• Road maintenance levy
• Import Declaration Fee (IDF)
• Railways Development Levy (RDL)
• Second hand motor vehicle purchase
tax
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Imposition of Income Tax
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Basis of charge to tax

• Tax is charged on the basis of source and/or residence
• Income Tax is charged on all income of a person whether resident or nonresident which accrues in or is derived from Kenya
• For business carried on partly within and partly outside Kenya, the whole of the
profit from that business is taxable in Kenya, e.g. transporters
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Charge to tax
Resident companies
A company is resident for any year of income if:
−It is incorporated under a Law in Kenya
−Management and control is exercised in Kenya
−It has been declared resident by a notice in the Kenya Gazette by the
Cabinet Secretary for the National Treasury

Non-resident companies
Non-resident company with a permanent establishment in Kenya:
−A permanent establishment is a fixed place of business
e.g. a branch or a Liaison office. A building site, a construction or assembly
project which has existed for six months or more is deemed to be a fixed
place of business
−Tax on income of such an entity will be determined at the prevailing nonresident tax rate
−The significance of resident and non-residence is that the rates of corporate
tax are 30% and 37.5% respectively;
− There are other favorable rates to incentivize certain sectors or industries.
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Charge to tax – source

When is income accrued in or derived from Kenya?
• Contracts signed in Kenya
• Passengers and cargo embarked in Kenya
• Communication apparatus established in Kenya
• Farming, mining, manufacturing operation in Kenya

• Property located in Kenya
• Funds collected in Kenya by banks
• Simplified system of paying tax on residential rental income for residents
introduced with effect from 1st January 2016;
• The income subject to such tax is in excess of KES 144,000 but does not
exceed KES 10,000,000 per annum;
• The rate of tax is 10% on the gross amount and is final tax;
• There is an option to opt out of this system of paying tax on rental income
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What constitutes taxable income

Gains or profits from:

Sundry Income:

• Any business

• Insurance claims

• Use or occupation of
property – rent

• Releases from provisions

• Capital gains (effective 1 January
2015)
• Dividends

• Trading receipts
• Balancing charges (business ceased)
• Any other deemed taxable income

• Interest
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Exemption from Income Tax
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Non-Taxable income

Exempt income under 1st Schedule of Income Tax Act (ITA); e.g.:
• Income of Govt. Ministries, exempt NGOs
• Income of County Governments
• Income of a registered pension and provident scheme/fund
• Interest on post office savings accounts
• Interest income from all listed bonds (3-year maturity or more) used to
raise funds for infrastructure & social services
• Interest income on bonds issued by the East African Development Bank
• Dividends paid by a Special Economic Zone developer or operator to any
non-resident persons
Dividend received by a resident company from a company where it
controls 12.5% or more of the voting shares
Certain income to be exempt from tax under Section 13(2) of the ITA
by notice in the Gazette by the Cabinet Secretary for the National
Treasury
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Ascertainment of Total Incomedeductions allowed and deductions not
allowed
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General rules

Wholly and exclusively incurred in the production of chargeable income allowable business expenses

Not wholly and exclusively incurred in the production of income - non-business
expense disallowed
Revenue expenditure – allowable
Capital expenditure – not allowable
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Allowable deductions
• Bad and doubtful debts (specific)
• Capital deductions
• Advertisements
• Losses of business income brought forward from prior years (carry forward
limited to four years from 2010)
• The period for carrying forward tax losses now extended to ten years from
the current five years. Taxpayers with huge capital investment had faced a
risk of losing the benefit due to the short period of tax loss utilization

• Pre-trading expenses
• Repairs and maintenance
• Lease rentals
• Diminution in value of implement, utensil or similar article employed in
production of gains or profits (plant and machinery not included)
• Legal costs & incidental expenses for purposes of listing in NSE without
raising additional capital
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Allowable deductions
• Contributions to a registered pension or provident fund;
• Legal and incidental costs relating to authorization and issue of shares and
securities to the public
• Legal costs and stamp duty relating to leases for premises if the lease does
not exceed 99 years

• Non-resident branch taxes where the income is taxable in the hands of the
Kenyan parent company
• Cash donations to registered charitable organizations whose income is
exempt from tax or any project approved by the Cabinet Secretary for the
National Treasury
• Capital expenditure on the construction of public schools, hospitals, roads or
any similar social infrastructure (CS’s prior approval required);
• Expenditure on sponsoring sporting activities with the prior approval of the
Cabinet Secretary responsible for sports.
• Tax rebate of 50% of the amount of salaries and wages to employer who
engages at least 10 university graduates as apprentices for a period of 6 to
12 months.
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Deductions not allowed

• Capital Expenditure
• Software
• Provisions

• Expenses for personal use
• Depreciation and amortization
• Contributions to unregistered pension schemes or funds
• Income taxes
• Excess interest under thin capitalization (from 12 June 2010 includes
deemed interest on interest free loans)
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Capital Deductions
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Capital deductions
These are deductions/incentives provided to businesses under the Income Tax
Act
Investment Deduction
On building and machinery - in the year of first use
Manufacturing and hotels
Investment Deduction Rates
1 January 1995
1 July 2000

60%
100%

1 January 2002

85%

1 January 2003

75%

1 January 2004

100%

From 1 January 2010, 150% where the investment is outside Nairobi, Mombasa
and Kisumu but value of investment is at least KES 200m
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Capital deductions
Investment Deduction issues
• Cost documents
• Building plans

• KRA inspections
• Pre-investment planning
Industrial Building Allowance
10% per annum on qualifying cost of industrial building. These include:
• Mills, factories
• Docks, bridges, water and electricity works
• Storage e.g. godowns
• Prescribed dwelling houses
• Hostels or educational buildings
• Civil works or structures
• Hotel buildings-4% per annum
• Commercial building deductions-25% per annum
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Capital allowances

Mining Allowance
Allowance given on capital expenditure incurred in acquiring an interest a
mining right, mining information and a right to extract geothermal resources at
20% per annum
Finance Act 2014 provides wear and tear deduction at 100% for machinery first
used in prospecting
Farm works Allowance
On building structures necessary for the proper operation of farming business
e.g. fences, dips, drains, farm buildings, farmhouse
• Note:- Farmhouses don’t apply for companies farm workers, they are
considered labor quarters. Farmhouses apply to individual farmers
Only one third of the cost of a farmhouse may be claimed
50% in first year another 50% in the following second (w.e.f. 1.1.07)
100% in year incurred (w.e.f. 1.1.2010)
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Capital deductions

Wear & Tear deductions
Capital deductionson machinery. Machinery includes:
−Vehicles
−Ship
−Aircraft

−Plant & machinery
−Software
−Furniture and fittings
−Office equipment
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Capital deductions
Classes of machinery

Rates (%)

1) Tractors, combine harvesters, heavy earth moving equipment,
other self-propelling machines of similar nature (including
buses and lorries)

37.5

II) Computer and related hardware, calculators, copiers and
duplicating and fax machines

30

III) Other vehicles and aircrafts

25

IV) All other machinery, including ships

12.5

Software
• Prior to 2009 there was uncertainty on claiming capital deductions on
software
• Finance Bill 2009 introduced a rate of 5% period between 12 June 2009
and 31 December 2009
• Finance Act 2009 set the rate to 20% but effective from 1 January 2010
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Persons assessable
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Persons assessable
• Persons include entities and individuals
• Persons whose income is accrued or is derived from Kenya
• Resident persons
• Non-resident persons which include a Branch and a Permanent
Establishment
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Returns and Notices
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Tax returns
• Annual self assessment returns from 1992 plus:

−Financial statements;
−Tax Computation;
−Auditors’ certificate; and
−Other support documents – withholding Tax certificates, etc.

Due date for return is six months following the end of the income year/
accounting year
•

The Tax Procedures Act provides for extension of time to submit tax returns

•

The application for extension should be done before the original due date of
the return and the Commissioner shall respond in writing

•

The Commissioner has to be satisfied with the reasons for the delay in order
to grant the application for extension

•

However, the extension of time to submit a tax return does not extend to
payment of tax associated with the return

•

The Act empowers the Commissioner, by notice, to require a taxpayer to
submit a tax return at any time during a reporting period and pay any tax
due in relation to the return.
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Notices
Notice to be submitted or lodged with the Commissioner under a tax law shall
be in the prescribed form
Commissioner or authorised officer shall notify a person when a return or
notice submitted by that person is not in the prescribed form
A person required under a tax law to submit a notice shall do so electronically
Where a notice is not required in electronic form, a person shall submit the
notice by personal delivery or normal post
Notice may be served on a person by:
delivery to the person or the person’s tax representative;
leaving it at, or sending by post to, the person’s usual or last known place
of business or residence; or
transmitting it in electronic form
Where a person refuses to accept delivery of a letter or fails to collect it after
being informed that the letter is available for collection, the letter shall be
treated as having been delivered on the date the person refused to accept
delivery
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Leasing
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Leasing rules
• The Income Tax (Leasing) Rules introduced in 2002
• “Lessee” – person who leases from the owner or lessor of the asset and pays
periodic payments
• “Lessor” – person who leases an asset to a lessee
• “Finance lease” – a contract which the lessor agrees to lease assets to the
lessee for a specified period of time where the risks and rewards associated
with ownership of the assets are substantially transferred from the lessor to
the lessee, but with the title to the asset always remaining with the lessor
• “Operating lease” – a contract under which the lessor agrees to lease the
assets to the lessee for specified periodical payments where the title to the
assets and the risks and rewards associated with ownership substantially
remain with the lessor
• “Hire purchase” – a contract under which the lessor agrees to lease the
assets to the lessee for a specified period of time, with the intention of
transferring ownership on the expiry of the lease
• No distinction between operating & finance leases for tax purposes
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Chargeable income

• All income accruing to a lessor from payments made in respect of an
operating or finance lease is taxable
• Lessor can claim a deduction for wear & tear
• Lessor can claim deduction of all other expenditure incurred wholly and

exclusively in the production of income
• Lessee can claim deduction on full amount of lease payments made to the
lessor
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Capitalization of Assets

• Assets shall be capitalized in the books of the lessor

• Assets leased shall NOT be capitalized in the books of the lessee
• The lessor shall maintain a separate register for all leased assets
• Duration of the lease shall be stated in writing and shall not be extended

without the authority of the Commissioner
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Termination of lease: “claw-back”

• Commissioner has powers to recover any deductions enjoyed by the
lessee where the lessee is deemed to have acquired the asset if lease
is terminated:

a.

without payment of any consideration;

b.

on payment of nominal consideration in relation to fair market value of
the asset; and

c.

upon transfer for an amount less than market value

• The lessee will however be able to claim capital allowances on the
claw-back amount
• Similarly the lessor’s claims of capital allowances are claw-backed
and the transaction recorded as a sale for tax purposes
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Transfer of ownership

• Where the Commissioner is of the opinion that a lease contract was entered
into with the intention of transferring ownership, or where the substance of
the contract effectively transfers ownership, the provisions applicable to hire
purchase transactions shall apply
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Cross-border lease

• Where a lessor in Kenya enters a cross-border lease, the gross lease
payments made to the lessor shall be deemed to be income chargeable to
tax
• Where a lessee in Kenya enters a cross-border lease, the gross lease
payments made by such lessee shall be deemed to be income derived from
Kenya and shall be subject to withholding tax
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2017 Budget changes affecting corporate
tax
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2017 Budget Changes

• Section 2 of the Income Tax Act dealing with definition of terms amended to
provide definitions for various Islamic finance products;
•

Islamic finance arrangement means all financial arrangements including
transactions, instruments, products and activities that are structured in
accordance with sharia rules and principles;

• Islamic Finance Return means any amount received or paid in relation to
sukuk or Islamic finance arrangement. Islamic Finance Return has been
brought within the definition of interest;

•

Donations towards national disasters to be allowable for tax purpose. The
donation should be to Kenya Red Cross, County Governments or any other
organizations that deal with national disasters. This takes effect from 3rd
April 2017 and is meant to address the challenges of famine and drought
that the country is facing currently;
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2017 Budget Changes

• Transfer Pricing adjustments introduced for transactions between an entity in
a preferential tax regime and a related resident entity outside the
preferential tax regime;

•

Preferential tax regime defined as one that provides reduced tax rate or tax
base. This takes effect from 3rd April 2017;

•

Lower Corporate Tax Rate of 15% introduced for new motor vehicle
assemblers setting operations in Kenya. This effective from 1st January 2017
and will hold for 5 years from the year they commence operations;

•

Investment Deductions of 100% on buildings and machinery installed,
similar to that provided for EPZs have been introduced for SEZ to enable
them to recoup the investment within the first year of use. This takes effect
from 1st January 2017.
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Q&A
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Principles of Deferred Tax
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Outline
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Definitions

•

Objectives of IAS 12

•

Determine and recognize Current Taxes

•

Determine and recognize Deferred Taxes

•

Things to note

•

Model example
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Definitions
•

Current tax:-The amount of tax estimated to be payable or
recoverable in respect of the taxable profit or loss for a period,
along with adjustments to estimates in respect of previous
periods.

•

Deferred tax:-Estimated future tax consequences of
transactions and events recognized in the financial statements
of the current and previous periods

•

Deferred tax liabilities: the amounts of income taxes [i.e.
corporation tax] payable in future periods in respect of taxable
temporary timing differences.

•

Deferred tax assets are the amounts of income taxes [i.e.
corporation tax] recoverable in future periods in respect of (a)
deductible temporary differences (b) the carry forward of
unused tax losses; and (c) the carry forward of unused tax
credits.
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Definitions
•

Timing differences:- differences between an entity’s taxable profits and
its results as stated in the financial statements that arise from the
inclusion of gains and losses in tax assessments in periods different from
those in which they are recognized in financial statements. Timing
differences originate in one period and are capable of reversal in one or
more subsequent periods.
− If the income, or expense, is taxed wholly or partially in another period,
an accrual for tax is needed in this period to reflect this.
− A timing difference means that:
− A transaction is recorded in a different period from a tax point of view
as opposed to an accounting point of view.

− At a point in time, the transaction will be recorded from both an
accounting and tax perspective.
− The only issue is that they were recorded in separate accounting
periods and as a result deferred tax must be raised.
•

Temporary differences:-differences between the carrying amount [i.e.
book value] of an asset or liability in the balance sheet and its tax base
[i.e. tax value].
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Definitions
•

Permanent differences:- Differences between taxable
income and reported income for a period that originate in the
current period and will not reverse in subsequent periods.”
− A permanent difference occurs when:
− There is a difference between an accounting treatment as
opposed to the tax treatment.
− The different treatment will never change; consequently
there will always be a disparity between tax and accounting
results
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Objectives of IAS 12
•

The objective of IAS 12 is to prescribe the accounting
treatment for income taxes.

•

The principal issue in accounting for income taxes is how to
account for the current and future tax consequences of:
− transactions and other events of the current period that are
recognized in an entity’s financial statements; and
− the future recovery (settlement) of the carrying amount of
assets (liabilities) that are recognized in an entity’s balance
sheet.

•

An entity will always recognize an asset or liability because it
expects to recover or settle the carrying amount of that asset
or liability. If it is probable that recovery or settlement of that
carrying amount will make future tax payments larger
(smaller) than they would be if such recovery or settlement
were to have no tax consequences, this Standard requires an
entity to recognize a deferred tax liability (deferred tax asset),
with certain limited exceptions.
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Current tax
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Current tax

•

It is the tax that the entity expects to pay (recover) in respect
of a financial period. It is that determined in accordance with
the rules established by the tax authorities, upon which
income taxes are payable (recoverable)

•

IAS 12’s basic requirement is that, to the extent that current
tax for the current and prior reporting periods is unpaid, it
should be recognized as a liability. Conversely, if the amount
already paid in respect of current and prior period exceeds the
amount due for those periods, the excess should be recognized
as an asset (IAS 12:12).

•

Similarly, an asset is recognized if a tax loss can be carried
back or recover the current tax paid in an earlier period.

•

Generally, Current tax is recognized in profit and loss.

•

In other cases, it is recognized in equity through other
comprehensive income.
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Current tax-Determination
Start

Profit before tax per accounts

Add

Non-allowable expenses

Less

Exempt/non-taxable income

Less

Capital allowances

Result

Adjusted profit/(loss) for tax

Less

Current tax payments (withholding tax, instalments, advance
taxes

End

Current tax liability/(asset)
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Deferred tax
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Deferred tax is neither
deferred, nor tax: it is
an accounting measure,
more specifically an
accrual for tax.
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Deferred tax
•

IAS 12 focuses on the balance sheet by recognizing the tax effects of
temporary differences.

•

Deferred tax liabilities are defined as the amounts of income taxes payable
in future periods in respect of taxable temporary differences. [IAS 12:5]

•

Deferred tax assets are defined as the amounts of income taxes recoverable
in future periods in respect of:
− deductible temporary differences;
− the carryforward of unused tax losses; and
− the carryforward of unused tax credits.

•

Deferred tax should:
− be recognized in respect of all timing differences that have originated but
not reversed by the balance sheet date;
− not be recognized on permanent differences.
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Deferred tax-details

Step 1

Calculate the tax base of each asset and liability

Step 2

Calculate the temporary difference between the carrying
amount and tax base

Step 3

Identify which temporary differences will give rise to deferred
taxes using the recognition criteria and exemptions in IAS 12

Step 4

Calculate the deferred tax attributable using the appropriate tax
rate

Step 5

Recognise net movement for the period as a tax expense
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Deferred tax-Calculation steps
Step 1: Calculate the tax base

•

Tax base: The amount attributed to an asset or liability for tax purposes
Guidance on IAS 12
Assets

amount that will be deductible for tax
purposes against any future taxable
economic benefits

Assets-not
taxable

Tax base

Liabilities

Carrying
amount

Income in
advance

Carrying
amount
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Carrying
value

Less

Amounts
deductible for
tax in future

Less

Revenue not
taxable in
future periods
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Deferred tax-Calculation steps
Step 2: Calculating the temporary difference
•

Temporary differences are differences between the carrying amount of an
asset or liability in the statement of financial position and its tax base.
Temporary differences may be either: taxable temporary differences or
deductible temporary differences.
− Taxable temporary differences: Temporary differences that will result in
taxable amounts in determining taxable profit (tax loss) of future periods
when the carrying amount of the asset or liability is recovered or settled

− Deductible temporary difference: Temporary differences that will result in
amounts that are deductible in determining taxable profit (tax loss) of
future periods when the carrying amount of the asset or liability is
recovered or settled
•

Examples of temporary differences:

− Accelerated capital allowances;
− Provisions for doubtful debts;
− Tax losses carried forward;
− General provisions
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Deferred tax-Calculation steps
Step 3: Determine the temporary differences that give rise to deferred
tax
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Deferred tax-Calculation steps
Step 4: Calculating the temporary difference

Deferred taxes arising from temporary differences

Carrying
amount

-

Tax base

=

Temporary
difference

Temporary
difference

X

Tax rate

=

Deferred tax
asset/liability

Unused tax
credits

X

Tax rate

=

Deferred tax
asset
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Things to note
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Recognition of current and deferred tax

General rule

Tax related to
transaction or event
which is recognized, in
the same or a different
period, in OCI
Tax related to
transaction or event
which is recognized, in
the same or a different
period, in equity
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Through the
profit or loss

Through OCI

Through equity

Examples:
• Revaluation of PP&E
• CTA on translation of
F/S of a foreign
operation
Examples:
• Adjustment of opening
balance of retained
earnings resulting from
retrospective change in
accounting policy or
correction of an error
(IAS 8)
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Tax disclosures
•

Tax numbers feeding into the financial statements:

− Income tax charge:
− Current tax
− Deferred tax-of each type of temporary difference and unused tax loss;
− Prior year adjustments (current tax, deferred tax, per
assessments/returns)
− Deferred tax asset/liability;
− Current tax asset/liability;
− Cash payments;
− Proof of tax, showing major categories of permanent differences.

•

Other numbers of management interest
− Proof of tax rate-reconciliation between the standard and effective tax
rate. Reconciling items are p/differences, assessed losses utilized.
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Tax disclosures
•

When preparing a tax computation, the primary risk normally relates to
permanent differences, as timing/temporary differences will only affect the
split between the current tax account and deferred tax balance on the
balance sheet. There will be no effect on the income statement.

•

There are some exceptions to the rule:
− A change in tax rate / transition levy
− The company is in an assessed loss position, with a deferred tax credit
balance i.e. The assessed loss is not sufficient to wipe out deferred tax
− The company is in deferred tax asset position - either due to the assessed
loss or net reversing timing differences, and a deferred tax asset has not
been raised.
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Review of a model deferred tax computation
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Q&A
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Withholding Tax (WHT)
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Outline
•
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•

The legislation

•

Payments/services subject to WHT

•

Rates-residents

•

Obligations to deduct

•

WHT administration

•

WHT penalties and interest

•

Complex issues/KRA audit issues

•

WHT Planning

•

Finance Bill 2017 changes affecting WHT
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Introduction – Principles of withholding tax
•

Is an agency form of tax where a person making certain types of payments
which are income subject to tax in Kenya is required to deduct tax therefrom
and remit/transmit the tax deducted directly to the KRA.

•

The person who is required to withhold tax on a payment is called a payer
while the person who is entitled to receive a payment which is income subject
to withholding tax is the payee.

•

W/tax is not an additional tax. Rather, it is a payment of tax in advance on the
income of the payee.

•

Where w/tax is not final tax, the tax should be claimable by the payee if the
payee is resident in Kenya or is a PE of a non-resident person.

•

W/tax achieves the following:
1. Curbs tax evasion
2. Reduces tax administration costs, and
3. Manages a country’s cash flow
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The Legislation

The following are the key provisions that govern the operation of WHT in Kenya:
•

Section 3 of the Income Tax Act (ITA):- stipulates that income tax should
be chargeable on the income which accrued in or was derived from Kenya or
on the income deemed to have been accrued in or derived from Kenya.

•

Section 10 of the ITA:- Deems the payments liable to w/tax to be income
accrued in or derived from Kenya.

•

Section 34 & the Third Schedule to the ITA - Provides the income tax
rates.

•

Section 35 of the ITA:- Lists the payments that are subject to w/tax

•

Section 39 (1) of the ITA:- Allows w/tax to be set off against income tax.

•

Section 72D of the ITA – Stipulates the penalty for late payment of tax

•

Section 38 of the Tax Procedures Act – stipulates the late payment
interest.

•

Income Tax (Withholding Tax) Rules, 2001:- Issued by the National
Treasury CS (then Minister for Finance) pursuant to the powers conferred to
the CS under Section 130 of the ITA. The rules prescribe the WHT
administration procedures.
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Payments/services subject to withholding tax
Payments to Residents and PE
•

Management or professional fee
whose value exceeds KES 24,000

Payments to Non - Residents

•

Management or professional fee

•

Training fee

•

Training fee

•

Royalty and natural resource income

•

Dividend

•

•

Interest

Rent for use or occupation of
property

•

Royalty and natural resource income

•

Dividend

•

Rent on commercial property

•

Interest

•

Winnings payable by bookmakers to
punters.

•

Payment to sportsmen or
entertainers

•

Pension/retirement annuities

•

Winnings payable by bookmakers to
punters

•

Telecommunication service fees

•

Pension/retirement annuities
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Management or professional fees defined
•

•

•
•

•

ITA definition (Section 2) - Payment made to a person, other than
payment made to an employee by his employer, as consideration for
managerial, technical, agency, contractual, professional or consultancy
services however calculated
Contractual fee - payment for work done in respect of building, civil or
engineering works - See Section 35(3)(f) of the ITA
Consultancy fees - payment made to any person for acting in an advisory
capacity or providing services on an consultancy basis
Agency fees – payment made to a person for acting on behalf of any other
person or group of persons, or on behalf of the government, but excludes
any payments made by an agent on behalf of the principal when such
payments are recoverable
Professional fees – not defined but recognized professions set out in the
Fifth Schedule to the ITA – Based on the professions listed under the
Fifth Schedule, professional fees should therefore include fees charged by
medical practitioners, dentists, advocates, surveyors and land surveyors,
architects and quantity surveyors, engineers, accountants and certified
public secretaries
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Training fees

•

Section 2 of ITA Definition – “payment made in respect of a business or
user training services designed to improve work practices and efficiency of an
organization, and includes any payment in respect of incidental costs
associated with the provision of such services”

•

An example of training fees includes payment for this tax training

•

Incidental costs in connection with training can include accommodation,
travel expenses etc. incurred on behalf of facilitators/trainers
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Royalty

Section 2 of the ITA definition - payment made as a consideration for the use
of or the right to use:
•

The copyright of a literary, artistic or scientific work

•

Patent, trade mark, design or model, plan, formula or process, or

•

Any industrial, commercial or scientific equipment

Examples
•

Payments in respect of trade marks/brands e.g.. Franchise fees, intellectual
property fees including software licenses etc.
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Natural resource income

Defined under Section 2 of the ITA to mean:
• An amount including a premium or such other like amount paid as
consideration for the right to take minerals or a living or non living resource
from land or sea, or
• an amount calculated in whole or in part by reference to the quantity or value
of minerals or a living or non-living resource taken from land or sea
Examples
•

Payments for quarrying

•

Payments in respect of mining minerals

•

Payments for the right to obtain timber

•

Payments for the right to fish
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Withholding Tax Rates
Description

Resident rate
(%)

Non residents rate
(%)

Exempt

10

5

10

10

15

15

15

15

15

- Brokers

5

20

- Others

10

20

Royalties and natural resource income

5

20

Sporting or entertainment income

-

20

0 to 30

5

-

5

Dividends > 12.5% voting power
< 12.5% voting power
Interest

- Housing Bonds

- Government bearer bonds 2
years and more
- Other interest
Insurance commission

Pension/retirement annuities
Telecommunication service fees
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Withholding Tax Rates
Description
Rent / leasing – Immovable
property
- Others
Management, professional (other
than contractual) & training fees
Contractual fees

Residents
(%)

Non-residents
(%)

10 (a)

30

-

15

5

20 (b)

3

20

a) Rent payable to resident persons for use of immovable commercial
property to be liable to 10% w/tax w.e.f. 1 January 2017. Withholders of
such tax to be appointed by KRA
b) Payment of consultancy fees to individuals of the EAC partner states
liable to w/tax at 15% and not 20%
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Rates applicable on payments to persons resident in countries
that have double tax treaties with Kenya
Residency
country

Dividends

Interest

Royalties

Management
fees

Canada

10

15

15

15

Denmark

10

20

20

20

France

10

12

10

0 or 20% (a)

Germany

10

15

15

15

Mauritius

5 or 10 (b)

10

10

0 or 20% (a)

India

10

15

15

17.5

Norway

10

15

20

20

Sweden

10

15

20

20

South Africa

10

10

10

0 or 20% (a)

United Kingdom

10

15

10

12.5

Zambia

0 or 10 (c)

15

15

15

a) The DTT between Kenya and France/South Africa and Mauritius do not have an article
on management fess. Still not very clear whether rate should be 20% or 0%
b) If the beneficial owner is a company that holds at least 10% of the paying company’s
capital, w/tax should apply at 5%
c) Where dividends are paid to persons resident in Zambia, no dividend w/tax should be
applied if the dividends are subject to tax in Zambia
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Obligation to deduct

•

Section 35 of the ITA provides an obligation to the payer to deduct tax on
eligible payments for remission to KRA directly

•

Failure to deduct tax on an eligible payment and remittance of the same to
KRA is an offence under the ITA and attracts penalties and interest
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Withholding tax administration

•

WHT is due by the 20th day of the month following the month of deduction

•

Upon deduction and payment of WHT, a person is required to keep a record of
the name of payee, PIN, gross amount paid, nature of payment and amount
of tax deducted

•

Withholding tax accounting is now required to be done through iTax

•

Upon paying the tax, the payee’s ledger is credited with the amount and the
iTax platform generates a certificate that is sent to the payee to enable him
claim credit against income tax

•

Annual w/tax return – A withholding tax return needs to be filed with KRA by
the end of February of the following year. The return summarizes all payments
made in the prior year
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Penalties and interest for non-compliance

•

For purposes of recovery of tax, withholding tax is demanded from the payer
as though it were the tax of the payer (recall WHT belongs to PAYEE and not
PAYER)

•

A penalty of 20% should apply for late payment of withholding tax – up until 9
June 2016, the penalty used to be 10% but capped to KES 1 million.

•

Late payment interest of 1% per month is chargeable on any tax remaining
unpaid after the due date – the late payment interest charged is capped to the
principal tax involved (Induplum rule)

•

Failure to file the annual return attracts a penalty of KES 100,000 or
imprisonment for 6 months or less
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In a Nutshell…
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Complex issues/ KRA audit issues
1. Definitions – It is important to determine whether a payment falls under
the ambit of withholding tax based on the highlighted definitions. For
instance, should payments to body builders be liable to w/tax?
2. The tax point (actual payment vs accrual) – Should w/tax be based on
actual payment or accrual?
3. Mixed supplies – WHT applies only to services. What happens where fees
to be paid under a contract relate to both goods and services?
4. Treaty provisions – Where there is a DTT, careful review and application
is required. DTTs have delicate provisions that must be carefully applied.
The South African, French and the Mauritian treaty are important examples
5. Disbursements and reimbursements – should w/tax be based on
disbursements and reimbursements? What is the difference between the
two?
6. Gross up problem – where a contract is negotiated net of tax, should
w/tax be based on the contract fee or should it be grossed up?
7. Payment in kind – How should w/tax be accounted if payment is made in
kind? For instance on winnings
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Withholding Tax Planning

• Compliance to avoid fines and penalties
•

Payment timing

• Direct disbursements payments

• Obtaining all certificates and claiming the tax
• Double Tax Treaties
• Contractual provisions, and
• Year-end crediting as opposed to monthly or quarterly
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Finance Bill 2017 changes

•

Exemption of dividends paid by Special Economic Zone (SEZ) Enterprise,
developers or operators to any non-resident person.

•

The rate applicable to any payments made by SEZs to non-residents set at
5% of the gross amount payable including royalty or natural resource income
and interest.
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Q&A
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PAYE
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Contents
•

Understanding basic PAYE concepts

•

What constitutes Taxable income

•

Non-Taxable benefits

•

Allowable deductions

•

Tax reliefs

•

Other employment payments

•

PAYE forms and returns

•

Penalties and offences

•

Objections and appeals

•

Gray areas

•

Tax Planning ideas
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P.A.Y.E.

Employee

Government

Employer
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Employee

•

Any holder of an office for which remuneration is payable

•

Includes an individual receiving emoluments in respect of any employment,
office, appointment or past employment

•

Appointments

•

Directors – executive and non-executive

•

Directors allowances and benefits – PAYE or WHT?

•

Casual employee

•

One who is engaged for a period less than one month and emoluments are
calculated in reference to the period of the engagement

•

Regular casual employees are not considered to be casuals
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Employer

•

Any person paying remunerations

•

Any agent, manager or representative of employer who is outside Kenya

•

Any trust, insurance or body of persons paying pension
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The agency burden
•

PAYE is the employers responsibility

•

Employee is an agent of the government

•

The normal PAYE year runs from 1st January to 31st December
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Employment income
Chargeability to tax
•

Non-residents - income paid by a resident employer or permanent
establishment of a non resident employer

•

Resident individuals – Kenya and worldwide employment income

Residence rules for individuals
•

Permanent home and presence in Kenya in that year of income

•

No permanent home, but:
−183 days presence in Kenya in that year of income.
−122 days or more in that year and each of the two preceding years

For citizens
•

Set off of foreign taxes paid on the same income
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Taxable income

• All cash emoluments except bonus, overtime and retirement benefits to
employees in the lowest tax bracket i.e. 10,164/11,180
• Non cash benefits exceeding KShs 36,000 p.a. in the aggregate, with a few
exceptions such as lunch benefit
• Club Subscriptions
• Private expenditure paid by employer e.g. utility bills
• Per diems in excess of Kshs. 2,000 per day
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Fringe Benefit Tax (FBT)

• Loans at concessionary interest rates
• Loans from unregistered pension or provident fund
• FBT applies even after an employee leaves employment as long as the loan
remains un-paid
• Calculated using the 91 day treasury bill rates(market rates of interest)
• Benefit taxed on employer at corporation rate of tax
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Housing benefit

•

Director and a whole time service director:
−Higher of:
−15% of total income

−Fair market rental value, and
−Actual rent paid by employer
•

Other employees: 15% of gains or profits from employment or rent paid by
the employer (at arm’s length), whichever is higher

•

Where premises are provided by a third party under an agreement at arm’s
length, taxable value is as above

•

Where premises are provided by a third party under an agreement which is
not at arm’s length: Taxable value is the higher of fair market value & rent
paid by the employer
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Housing benefit

•

Where premises are owned by the employer: Housing benefit is the fair
market rental value of the premises

•

Occupied for part of the year: to be reduced proportionately

•

Occupied part of premises: value to be reduced proportionately

•

Rent contribution: to reduce value by amount of contribution
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Car benefit

•

Chargeable benefit for private use shall be the higher of the rate determined
by the Commissioner and the prescribed rate of benefit (2% p.m. of the initial
cost of the vehicle).

•

Where the vehicle is leased or hired from a third party, the benefit will be
equal to the cost of hiring or leasing.
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Other taxable benefits

• Other benefits subject to higher of cost to employer or fair market value
• Benefits taxed at prescribed rate only – by concession of CIT where the cost or
fair market value cannot be determined

• Furniture – 1% of original cost p.m.
• Communal water supply – Kshs.500 p.m.
• Telephone (landline & mobile) – 30% of bills p.m.
• Communal electricity supply – Kshs.1,500 p.m.
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Non – Taxable benefits

• Leave passages: expatriate employees
• Medical services
• Employer’s contribution to pension funds
• Exception: Contributions by non taxable employers:
−to unregistered schemes
−excess contribution to registered schemes
• Education fees taxed on the employer
• Reimbursement of expenses incurred by employee wholly and exclusively in
production of income
• Lunch benefit subject to a maximum value of KES 4,000 per month
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Allowable deductions
(Against taxable income)

•

Pension contribution – maximum Kshs. 20,000 p.m.

•

Home ownership savings plan – maximum Shs.4,000 p.m.

•

Owner occupied interest – Maximum Shs.12,500 p.m (Shs 25,000 p.m. w.e.f.
1 January 2017)
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Tax reliefs
(Against tax payable)

• Personal relief, KShs 1,162 per month (KES 1,280 w.e.f 1 Jan 2017)
• Life insurance and education policy – 15% of premiums, maximum KShs 5,000
p.m.
• Exemption of bonuses, overtime and retirement benefits made to low income
employees whose income falls in the lowest tax band (KES 10,164) effective 1
July 2016
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• Individual tax bands have been increased by 10% as summarized
below effective 1 January 2017:
Rate in each shilling

%

On the first 134,164

10

Next 126,403

15

Next 126,403

20

Next 126,403

25

Over 513,373

30
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Lump sum payments

•

The income is spread backwards for five years and taxed together with
income earned in the prior years, balance taxed in the fifth year

Tax is recomputed using the prior year rate
Service gratuity pay: Includes gratuity, bonuses, salary arrears etc relating to
current and past years service-usually applies to retirees
Compensation for loss of office: Relates to severance pay,
retrenchment/redundancy
• Spread forward
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Lump sum payments
•

Notice pay assessable in the period immediately after the date of
termination of employment

•

Leave pay assessed in the year to which it relates

•

Ex-gratia assessed in the year of receipt

•

Bonus assessed in the month of receipt
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PAYE forms/returns

• Remittance of monthly PAYE is before the 9th of the following month
• Online filing of monthly PAYE or Nil return submission to the Commissioner of
Domestic Taxes via iTax

• Quarterly returns no longer required due to online filing
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National Security Social Fund (NSSF)
• Objective is to provide retirement benefit to members
• Rate of Contribution -10% of the employee’s wages subject to a maximum
of KShs 400 per month of which half is contributed by the member

• Special contributions (casual workers)-KShs 1 for each complete KShs 20 of
wages. Contribution is by employer only
• Under the NSSF Act 2013, each employer must pay to the Pension Fund in
respect of each of his employees:
−employer’s contribution at 6% of the employee’s monthly pensionable
earnings, and
−employee’s contribution at 6% of the employee’s monthly pensionable
earnings
• The value of the pensionable earnings has a lower limit and an upper limit,
both of which will gradually increase over a 5 year period. The new rates are
yet to be effected due to ongoing litigation
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National Hospital Insurance Fund (NHIF)

• Objective is to provide health insurance coverage for members and their
dependents
• Rate of Contributions vary from a minimum of KES 150 to a maximum of KES
1,700 per month with respect to salaried employees
• Informal sector - Voluntary contributions
• Contribution is by the employee only. The employer only acts as an agent to
collect and remit
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NHIF Rates
Gross income (KES)

Monthly premium (KES)

0-5,999

150

6,000 - 7,999

300

8,000 - 11,999

400

12,000 - 14,999

500

15,000 - 19,999

600

20,000 - 24,999

750

25,000 - 29,999

850

30,000 - 34,999

900

35,000 - 39,999

950

40,000 - 44,999

1,000

45,000 - 49,999

1,100

50,000 - 59,999

1,200

60,000 - 69,999

1,300

70,000 - 79,999

1,400

80,000 - 89,999

1,500

90,000 - 99,999

1,600

100,000 and above

1,700

Self employed (special)

500
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National Industrial Training Authority (NITA)
•

Subject to approval by NITA, employers who are registered with NITA and
are up to date on levy payments can get a reimbursement of training costs
if:

−The employer makes an application to NITA two weeks before the training
i.e. for local training and one month for overseas training
−The training provider is registered with the NITA and is up to date with the
annual registration renewal
−The employer can prove that the training is relevant to the employees’
duties/work, and
−The reimbursement claim must be supported with receipts of payment of
training costs and the approval letter from NITA
Penalties for non-compliance
Failure to pay the training levy attracts a penalty of 5% on the amount of levy
due to the authority
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PAYE penalties and offences

• Tax recovered from employer
• Failure to operate PAYE system satisfactorily: 25%, minimum 10,000
• Interest thereon, 1% per month on the principal tax underpaid
• General penalty, where no other penalty is prescribed: KES 100,000, six
months imprisonment
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Objections & appeals

• An employer can object against a PAYE tax computation to the Commissioner
for Domestic Taxes (CDT)
• An employer has right of appeal to the Tax Appeals Tribunal against imposition
of penalty or any other decision taken by the Commissioner under the
provisions of the Tax Procedures Act
• Appellant required to pay all tax due and the penalty prior to making the
appeal
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KRA in-depth tax audit

• KRA selects taxpayers for in-depth examination
• Purpose is to enforce tax compliance, full income disclosure, enhance
collection and taxpayer education

• Taxpayer Charter has provided for procedure for audit and rights of a
taxpayer
Procedure
• Letter from KRA for in-depth examination
• Mutually agreed date for commencement
• Tax agent to review/be involved
• Limit of time of audit specified in the Charter
• Audit to cover two years plus current
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KRA in-depth tax audit

Tips:
• Don’t give the KRA more than they ask for
• Skeletons in cupboard- advance planning required
• Cultivate mutually beneficial relationship

• Check the accuracy of KRA findings
• Discuss risk/potential liability with tax consultants
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Tax Returns

• Annual self assessment returns from 1992 plus:
−P9
−Mortgage certificate

−Insurance relief certificate, and
−Other support documents – withholding tax certificates, etc.
• Due date for return is six months following the end of the income year
• Issues:

− Kenyan citizens working abroad
− Expats
− Tax credits
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Grey areas - general

• Shared benefits e.g.
−Servants
−Housing
• Sales vans/cars
• Benefits provided and used within the employer’s premises
−Alarm
−Electricity - shared among employees & between employees and employers
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Grey areas

• Mobile Phones
• Sale of products to staff at cost
− Benefit value is the cost or market price?
• Employer guaranteed loans
− Employees charged at lower interest rate
• Passages to destinations other than home country
• Entertainment
• Consultancy vs. employment
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Finance Bill 2017 -changes affecting individuals

• The personal income tax bands have been expanded by 10%. The lowest
taxable income will be adjusted upwards from KES 11,180 to KES 12,298;
• Personal relief has been increased by 10% from KES 1,280 per month
(KES15,360 p.a.) to KES 1,408 per month (KES 16,896 p.a.); and
• The tax amnesty declaration period in relation to foreign income has been
extended to 30 June 2018 from 31 December 2018. Repatriation of the funds is
a condition of being granted amnesty. KRA will issue guidelines for taking the
amnesty.
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Tax planning ideas
• Maximize reliefs and deductions such as mortgage interest and insurance
relief

• Mileage claim vs. car allowance
• Car loan vs. company car
• Reduced rate or motor vehicle benefit – ITA provides for a lower rate of
benefit where restricted use of the vehicle can be proved. The Commissioner
has also issued guidelines on the supporting information required
• Telephone benefit (scratch cards) – only 30% taxable
• Benefits below threshold
• Per Diems up to 2,000 per day. Excess to be on reimbursement basis or
accounted for
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Q&A
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i-Tax
eFiling Corporate, Withholding and
VAT returns

162

Outline

• ITax Navigation
• File and View return
• Payment - Process payment – generate the E-Slip
• Application for certificate of compliance

• Application of waiver
• Question and Answer
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Navigation

•

Home page

•

Registration

•

•

To view the PIN certificate and amend profile

•

Cancel and amend VAT certificate

•

Excise Licence Cancellation

•

e-Dormance

Return
•

•

•

Certificates
•

Tax compliance

•

CIT and VAT Withholding certificate

County
•

•

County Government payments

My Ledger

•

Credits and Debits to the account

File and view returns

Debt and Enforcement:
•

•

•

Request waiver

Payment
• Process payment

• Assessment Dispute
• Objection and appeal
•

Refund
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Return Download
How to download the form

•

Go to Returns

•

Select the tax obligation (Will only show the registered tax obligations)

•

Click Next.
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Return Download
How to download the form
•

On the first half on the next page under point number 5 ‘Click here’ to
download Income Tax
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Actual Return
Fill the form
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Corporate Tax – ITC2 Form
Open the ITC2 Form
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Return Upload
How to upload the form
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Return Validation
Validation of the uploaded file
•

If an error occurs the summary will be generated pointing out the error
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Return Submission
How to upload the form – Acknowledgement Receipt Generation
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Return Acknowledgment Receipt
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View Return
View Return
•

View list of returns filed under selected criteria
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Tax Payment – Payment Slip
•

The Pin registration Details will appear automatically, you need to select the
Tax Head for which you payment relates 1.e Income Tax (for our case), VAT
etc. Then select the Tax SubHead on the far right drop down box, dates and
payment type.

•

If you have already filed, once you select Self-assessment as the payment
type, Tax Due for that month will appear. You need to click on the add button
for the tax amount to reflect under payment details section.

•

Finally you complete the payment mode you are using to effect the payment
and submit the payment where if successful you receive the PRN number
used for payment.
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Tax Payment – Payment Slip
Payment – Payment Slip
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Tax Payment – Payment Slip
Payment – Payment Slip
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Tax Payment – Payment Slip
Payment – Payment Slip
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Tax Payment – Payment Slip
Payment – Payment Slip
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Tax Payment – PRN
Payment – Payment Slip
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Payment Confirmation Email
•

Receive a confirmation email as below
This is the mail you expect to receive after KRA have debited your account

Dear Taxpayer,
This is to inform you that the payment against PRN 2020140000017208 has been received on
09/04/2014 at 02:49:15 EAT and has been credited to your account.
You can check your General Ledger for verification of the payment entry.
Thank You for using from KRA iTax/Web Portal.

Regards,
Medium and Small Taxpayer Department
Kenya Revenue Authority
______________________________________________________
Note: This is a system generated mail. Please DO NOT reply to it.

END
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Corporate Tax – Instalment Payment
Instalment tax Payment
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Corporate Tax – Withholding Tax
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Corporate Tax – Agency Revenue
Other
•
•
•

payment
Standard Levy
Withholding VAT as a selected agent
Stamp Duty etc.
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Assessment Disputes

•
•

Objection of an assessment
Intention to appeal to the local tribunal, High Court and Court
of Appeal
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Tax Refunds
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Tax Compliance & WHT Certificate
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Q&A
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VAT
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Outline
1. Charge to Tax
2. Registration for VAT
3. Place and time of supply
4. Taxable value
5. Input tax deduction
6. VAT refunds
7. Invoices, records and returns
8. Key provisions moved to the TPA
9. Trending VAT areas
10.Q&A
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Charge to tax
•

In Kenya, VAT is chargeable on:
o

Taxable supplies made by registered persons in Kenya;

o

Importation of taxable goods; and

o

Supply of imported taxable services.

•

Applicable VAT rate for taxable supplies is; zero (for zero rated supplies) or
16%;

•

Liability to tax vests on the registered person and is due at the time of
supply;

•

CS empowered to vary the rate of tax up or down by 25% of the VAT rate;
and

•

Zero rated supplies are taxable for all intents and purposes.
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Registration for VAT
•

Registration threshold – Taxable supplies of KES 5 million in a year;

•

Sale of capital assets or sale of business excluded from registration
threshold;

•

Application for registration within 30 days of being liable to register;

•

Option for voluntary registration;

•

Commissioner empowered to register a person who fails to register;

•

Registration to take effect in the first tax period after registration is due, or
other date as specified in the registration certificate;

•

Registration certificate to be displayed in a conspicuous place;

•

Case for group registration? – omitted from VAT Regulations, 2017
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Place of Supply Rules
A supply of goods occurs in Kenya if:

•

The goods are delivered or made available in Kenya;

•

The supply of the goods involves their installation/assembly in Kenya; and

•

Where goods are delivered outside Kenya, the goods were in Kenya when
their transportation commenced.
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Place of Supply Rules
A supply of services is made in Kenya if:
•

The supplier’s place of business from which the services are supplied is in
Kenya; or

•

The supplier is non-resident, the recipient is non-registered and the services
are:
o Physically performed in Kenya by a person in Kenya at time of supply;
o Directly related to immovable property in Kenya;

o Radio and television broadcasting received at an address in Kenya;
o Electronic services; or
o Transfer, assignment of, or grant of a right to use, a copyright, patent,
trademark or similar right in Kenya.
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Appointing of a tax representative – Tax Procedures Act (TPA)

•

A non-resident providing above referred services to a non-registered Kenyan
citizen is deemed to have made a supply of services in Kenya;

•

The non-resident is liable to register for VAT should the value of the services
supplied reach the registration threshold;

•

Due to non-residency status, the non-resident would, under the TPA, be
required to appoint a tax representative;

•

Appointed representative assumes all duties and obligations of the nonresident under the VAT law;

•

No guidelines as yet on the qualifications and criteria of appointment of tax
representatives;

•

We have not seen KRA place specific focus on this despite the increase in ecommerce;

•

Next steps?
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Place of supply rules – case studies
Scenario
Kimani purchases a book from Amazon while in the comfort of his home in Kileleshwa.
He pays for the book via his credit card
Question:
Is VAT applicable on the above transaction?
Who should pay the VAT?

Has a supply taken place in Kenya?

Tax Representative
Scenario
Company XYZ ltd provides financial information and news services to businesses
across the world. It does not currently have a presence in Kenya (i.e. is not VAT
registered).
Question:
Does company XYZ need to have a tax representative in Kenya?
Any other companies you can think of that need to have tax representatives in Kenya?
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Time of supply of goods and services
Generally, the time of supply is the earlier of:
a) The date goods are delivered or services performed;
b) For construction works, the date a certificate is issued;
c)

The date an invoice for the supply is issued; or

d) The date payment for the supply is received (in whole or part).
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Time of supply of goods and services
However;
•

For supplies through machines operated by use of coins, notes or token the date of withdrawal of the coins, notes or tokens;

•

For successive supplies - the date when payment for each successive supply
is due or received.

The time of supply of imported goods is;

•

For goods cleared for home use – the time of customs clearance;

•

For goods cleared to a licensed warehouse – the time of final clearance from
the warehouse for home use;

•

For goods cleared to an EPZ – the time of clearance for home use;

•

In any other case, the time the goods are brought into Kenya.
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Taxable value
The taxable value of a supply is;
•

Consideration for the supply; or

•

In case the supplier and recipient are related; the open market value
(OMV)*

•

OMV defined under the VAT Regulations, 2017 as consideration for arm’s
length transaction;

•

Consideration for a supply includes the total of;
o amount in money paid/payable;
o OMV at time of supply of an amount in kind paid/payable; and
o Any taxes, duties, levies, fees and charges paid/payable (excluding VAT)
on or by reason of the supply reduced by any discounts/ rebates.
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Taxable value
Items to be included in consideration

Items to be excluded from
consideration

•

Packaging material – any wrapper,
package, box, bottle, or containers

•

For goods purchases under hire purchase
agreement – the associated finance
charge

•

Goods contained in or attached to
packaging material;

•

Late payment interest

•

Any other liability payable to the
vendor on or by reason of the supply

•

For accommodation/restaurant services –
The tourism levy

•

Incidental costs incurred by supplier to
make the supply – other than
disbursements

•

*charges in lieu of tips also excluded
through Finance Bill 2016

The taxable value of imported goods is the sum of:
•

Customs value & including any customs duty/levy paid;

•

To extent not included – freight and insurance costs; and

•

Cost of incidental or ancillary services.
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Input tax deduction
•

Deduction allowed to extent that input tax is incurred on a supply/import
acquired to make taxable supplies;

•

Registered person to hold prescribed documentation; tax invoice, customs
entry forms and receipts, credit note and debit note;

•

Law allows one to deduct input tax within six months;

•

Purchase, hire, repair and maintenance of passenger cars and mini buses
still blocked, unless in the course of business of dealing in or hiring them.

•

Entertainment, restaurant and accommodation services still blocked unless;
o Incurred in the ordinary course of business of a person to provide such
services; or

o Provided while recipient is away from home for business purposes
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Input tax deduction
Partial Exemption
Deductible input tax for a registered person who makes both taxable and
exempt supplies is determined as follows:

•

Full deduction of all input tax directly attributable to taxable supplies;

•

No deduction of all input tax directly attributable to exempt supplies; and

•

Apportionment of input tax attributable to both taxable and exempt
supplies using the below formula:
Total Input tax x Total Taxable Supplies
Total Supplies

• If the fraction of the formula is:
o

> 90% - total input tax is deductible;

o

< 10% - no input tax is deductible;

o

Any other fraction - Apportion.
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Input tax deduction – Case study
ABC ltd is a company that manufactures and sells wheat flour. It also earns rental income
from commercial property it owns within its premises. ABC ltd earned the following income in
the month of March 2016.
Wheat Flour Sales- KES 10,000,0000
Rental Income – KES 500,000.
During the same month, ABC ltd outsourced transport services from Msafiri Limited. Msafiri
Ltd raised an invoice of KES 1,000,000 for its services. In addition to the above, ABC Ltd
received two invoices from KPLC. KES 1,000,000 related to the factory whereas KES 50,000
was incurred on the commercial property it rents. ABC ltd also requested XYZ B.V (a
company based in the Netherlands) to provide it with advisory services for a proposed
venture they would like to undertake in the Netherlands. XYZ B.V. billed ABC ltd KES
500,000 for the service.
Question:
Determine the VAT payable by ABC Ltd for the month of March 2016;

Would ABC ltd be required to account for Reverse VAT?
Assuming that ABC ltd only makes zero-rated supplies, would Reverse VAT be applicable?
Points to remember:
Sale of wheat flour was exempt in March 2016. Status has now changed to zero rated.
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VAT Refunds
How do VAT refunds arise?
•

Where a registered person makes zero-rated supplies

•

Where VAT is paid in error (or overpaid) to the tax authority

•

In the case of bad debts

Timelines for VAT refund claims
• Initially no timelines in VAT Act for refunds occasioned by zero rating;
• Finance Act 2015 - VAT refund claims now to be lodged within 12 months
from the date when the tax became due and payable;

• No timelines on the part of KRA and the National Treasury to audit and
settle refund claims.
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VAT refunds status
Concerns/challenges associated with VAT refunds

•

Negative impact on cash flow & cost of doing business;

•

Administrative challenges to KRA – resourcing issues;

•

Backlogs occasioned by complexity of repealed VAT Act;

•

The VAT Act 2013 significantly reduced the list of zero-rated items to
help curb the VAT refunds headache;
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VAT refunds status
Suggested solutions
• Conversion of VAT arrears into debt instruments such as bonds that earn
interest;
• Offsetting the VAT arrears against other outstanding taxes:
o The TPA allows refunds to be used to offset against other taxes payable.
o The KRA Act also permits the offsetting of VAT arrears against other
taxes.
Steps taken so far
• The KRA constituted a task force to oversee the processing of VAT refunds;
• A portion of the VAT refunds relating the period after 2013 has been settled
by the KRA in instalments;

• Significant number of refund claims already processed by the KRA awaiting
release of funds from National Treasury.
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Invoices and Returns
• Invoices
•

A registered person who makes a
taxable supply required to furnish
purchaser with tax invoice;

•

VAT may only be charged on taxable
supplies;

•

Contravening this is an offence and
any VAT charged on non-taxable
supplies to become due within 7 days
of the invoice date;

•
•

•

Only one original invoice, credit note
or debit notes may be issued.
The Act now allows issuance of a copy
clearly marked as such to be provided
to a customer for deduction of input
tax

• Returns
•

VAT returns to be filed not later than
the 20th day after the end a tax period;

•

Taxpayers allowed to apply for
extension of time to submit a return;

•

Application must be done before the
due date for submission of the return;

•

Granting the application at the
Commissioner’s discretion;

•

Late filing penalty – Higher of KES
10,000 or 5% of tax payable;

•

Return amendment provisions moved
to the TPA.

Particulars of tax invoice now included
in the VAT Regulations, 2017.
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Keeping of records
•

Registered persons required to keep a full and true written record of all
their transactions in Kenya for a period of 5 years;

•

Such record may be kept in electronic form or otherwise and in Swahili or
English;

•

Records to be kept include:
 Tax invoices issued in serial order;
 Credit and debit notes issued in chronological order;
 Purchase invoices, customs entries and receipts;
 Details of imported services;
 Tax account;
 Periodical stock records; and

 Such other records as may be specified.
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Key provisions moved to the Tax Procedures Act, 2015 (TPA)
Major VAT administrative provisions moved to the TPA w.e.f 19 January
2016 include:
•

Functions and powers of the Commissioner to enforce the provisions of the
VAT law;

•

Appointment of tax representatives;

•

Interest on late payment;

•

Withholding VAT provisions;

•

Collection and recovery of tax;

•

Assessments and amendment of assessments;

•

Enforcement provisions; security for tax, production of records, and power to
inspect;

•

Provisions relating to objection;

•

Forfeiture and seizure of goods;

•

Settlement of cases and rulings by the Commissioner; and

•

Provisions relating to offences and penalties
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Changes in the 2017 Finance Bill
The following items have now been exempted from VAT
•

Inputs used in the manufacture of pesticides;

•

Locally assembled tourist vehicles;

•

Medical equipment and apparatus for use in the specialized hospitals’;

•

Packaging materials and other inputs intended to support primary, secondary
and ancillary marine fisheries and fishing processing; and

•

Transactions related to transfer of assets into Real Estate Investment Trust
(REITS) and assets backed securities (ABS);

•

Returns received from financial arrangements under Islamic law are now
exempt;

•

Materials for use in advancement of the disabled are now exempt. Previously
only those for use by the blind were covered;

•

LPG and taxable goods for use in the manufacture of LPG cylinders;

•

Aircraft spare parts; and

•

Items of tariff code 4907.00.90.e.g. share or bond certificates, postage and
revenue stamps.
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Changes in the 2017 Finance Bill
•

Other changes

•

Ordinary bread and maize flour, wheat and meslin flour previously exempt
now zero rated.

•

VAT Regulations now introduced

•

Right hand vehicles imported in place of left-hand vehicles by returning
residents which were exempt from tax are now required to be of the same
current retail selling price as those left-hand drive left behind to qualify for the
exemption.

•

Taxable services acquired by International and Regional Organisations, the
National Red Cross Society and St. John Ambulance now zero rated.
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Changes in the 2017 Finance Bill
•

Exempt Vs. Zero rating Maize Flour Illustration

Assumptions
This illustration is based on the following assumptions:

•

Only maize flour is considered in the three types of supplies; as exempt, zerorated or standard rated;

•

The purchase of maize (raw material) is assumed to be exempt from VAT;

•

The price of 1kg of maize is assumed to be KES 50;

•

Related costs are assumed to be equal in all scenarios;

•

Operational cost are assumed to be directly attributable to each scenario and
equal;

•

It is also assumed that the various players in the supply chain will pass on the
VAT cost to the final consumer in the exemption scenario; and

•

A mark-up of 10% is assumed at every stage of the supply chain.
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Exempt Vs. Zero rating Maize Flour Illustration
Millers
Cost of 1kg of Maize
VAT on maize
Cost of other inputs (e.g. packaging materials)
VAT on inputs
Milling & operational Costs(Electricity and rent)
VAT
Total
Less Deductible input VAT

Cost of production of 1kg packet of Unga
Mark-up (@ 10%)
Gross
VAT on Gross
Selling price (to retailers) inclusive of VAT

Exempt
(Amount in KES)

Zero Rated (0%) Std Rated (16%)
(Amount in KES) Amount in KES
50

50

50

0

0

0

20

20

20

3.2

3.2

3.2

30

30

30

4.8

4.8

4.8

108

108

108

0

8

8

108

100

100

10.8

10

10

118.8

110

110

0

0

17.6

118.8

110

127.6

118.8

110

127.6

20

20

20

Retailer (e.g. supermarkets)
Cost of 1kg of Unga (from millers)
Operational cost (e.g. electricity and rent
VAT

3.2

3.2

3.2

Total

142

133.2

150.8

0

3.2

20.8

142

130

130

Less Deductible input VAT
Total Cost
Mark up (@10%)
Gross
VAT on Gross
Final price to the consumer

14.2

13

13

156.2

143

143

0

0

22.88

156.2

143

165.88

NB: It is clear that zero rated status is the least expensive with standard rated
status being the most expensive
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Trending VAT areas
Key VAT areas of focus by the revenue authority include:
•

VAT on export of services;

•

Input tax deduction;

•

VAT on e-commerce;

•

Withholding VAT;

•

Reconciliation of sales per financial statements and sales declared in VAT
returns.
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Q&A
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Customs
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Outline
1. Objectives
2. Sources of Customs law
3. The East Africa Customs Union
4. Incoterms
5. Import Process and Documentation
6. Tariff Classification
7. Valuation
8. Incentives
9. Post Clearance Audit
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Objectives

•

To understand the laws governing the Customs regime in Kenya;

•

To understand basic concepts in Customs;

•

To understand the various import taxes and levies imposed on
goods imported into Kenya;

•

To understand how Customs value is computed;

•

To understand tariff classification and the importance of tariff
classification;

•

To understand incentives available to importers in Kenya;

•

To understand what is involved in Customs Post Clearance
Audits;
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Sources of Customs Laws
World Trade Organization
•

A forum for governments to negotiate trade terms and sort
out trade problems

•

Based in Geneva Switerland.

•

Promotes trade through administering rules of trade
between nations

World Customs Organization
•

Intergovernmental body whose mission is to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of Customs administrations.

•

Represents 180 Customs administrations across the globe
that collectively process approximately 98% of world trade

•

Based in Brussels

•

Offers its Members a range of Conventions and other
international instruments, as well as technical assistance
and training services
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Sources of Customs Laws …..Contd

 COMESA laws
•

The COMESA Rules of Origin

 EAC Customs laws
•

The EAC Customs Union Protocol

•

The EAC Customs Management Act

•

The EAC Customs Management Regulations

•

The EAC Common External Tariff

•

The EAC Rules of Origin

 National Statutes
•

The Miscellaneous Fees & Levies Act 2016

•

VAT Act 2013

•

The Excise Duty Act 2015

 International Conventions e.g. HS Convention, Revised Kyoto
Convention
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The road to EAC integration

Customs
Union 2005
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Common
Market 2010

Monetary
Union 2012

Political
Federation?
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The East Africa Customs Union
•

Regional intergovernmental organization established through the
EAC Protocol which entered into force on 7 July 2000

•

Original Partner states - Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania,

•

Rwanda and Burundi became full Members with effect from 1
July 2007

•

South Sudan acceded to the Treaty on 15 April 2016 and
became a full Member on 15 August 2016.
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Guidelines for procurement and shipping of goods

1. Trade Inquiry
2. Agree on terms of sale
3. Place an order
4. Manufacture good
5. Prepare good for export – packaging, choose forwarder,
inspection, mode of transport, insurance, preparation of docs
6. Freight forwarder loads goods
7. Customs clear in export country
8. Customs clear in import country, duties paid

9. Local delivery
10.Close transaction
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Types of Duties

•

Ad valorem Duties – applied as a per centum of value

•

Specific Duties – applied per unit of quantity

•

Hybrid Duties - higher of specific and ad-valorem

•

Seasonal rates - when imports exceed quota
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Import Duty Rates
Category

Description

Raw materials

Goods not subjected to any form of
transformation in production. This category also
includes residues, waste and scrap in as far as
they are only necessary for recovery of raw
materials

Capital goods

Durable industrial production goods i.e. most
plant and machinery

10%

Intermediate goods

Goods that have undergone some degree of
transformation. Such goods would require further
processing before they are ready for final
consumption.This category also includes ‘parts’ as
far as they are identified as such in the HS code

25%

Finished goods

Goods that are ready for consumption

> 25%

Sensitive goods

Goods considered of economic importance by the
Partner States e.g. sugar, milk, rice, wheat,etc.

0%
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Incoterms
Definition

•

Incoterms = International Commercial Terms

•

Set out terms in respect of:
― Carriage of goods from seller to buyer;
― Export and import clearance;
― Division of cost and risks between the parties;

•

Categories of Incoterms
― Group E - seller minimizes risk by making goods available at his
own premises.
― Group F - seller arranges and pays for the pre-carriage in the
country of export.
― Group C - seller arranges and pays for the main carriage but
without assuming the risk of the main carriage.
― Group D - seller’s cost/risk is maximized because he must make
the goods available upon arrival at the agreed destination.
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Import Process and Documentation
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Introduction
•

Customs clearance in Kenya is facilitated by the KRA Customs and Border
Control Department (CBC).

•

Importers must enlist the services of registered clearing agents

•

The KRA introduced a new modern electronic clearing system in Feb 2017
dubbed the Integrated Customs Management System (iCMS) to replace
the outdated Simba system.
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Parties involved

Government
• Customs &
Border Control
• Kenya Ports
Authority
• Other
government
agencies
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Logistics
• Clearing agents
• Insurers

Transactional
• Banks
• Chamber of
commerce
• International
trade
organizations
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Goods loaded
on carrier –
AWB/B/L
issued

Apply for IDF.
Organize for
inspection

Goods
inspected by
Customs and
released
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Obtain import
permit in case
of restricted
goods

Entry lodged
by agent
Duties paid
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Pre-import requirements
Pre-shipment procedures conducted for risk assessing. They
include IDF application and pre-shipment inspection.
IDF application process
•

Application done through Tradenet by clearing agent

•

Duly completed IDF form and proforma invoice required
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Pre-shipment inspection
PVoC requirements

•

ALL goods imported into Kenya require to be inspected in the country of origin
under the PVoC programme to ensure standards set by KEBS are adhered to.

•

Inspection is carried out by appointed PVoC agents in the country of origin
before shipment e.g Messrs Bureau Veritas, China Certification and Inspection
Group, Intertek International, and SGS

•

KEBS previously maintained a list of commodities covered under the PVoC
programme that required to be inspected in the country of origin.

•

Destination penalty of 15% of CIF is chargeable on imports which have not
been inspected in the country of origin.

•

Goods which don't conform to KEBS standards reshipped or destroyed at the
owner’s cost.
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Entry of goods
• Sec 34 EAC CMA - Owner shall enter goods within 21 days after the
commencement of discharge or on arrival in case of vehicles.
• Entered goods not removed from first point of entry within 14 days
from the date of entry are liable to customs warehouse rent of USD 0.3
per CBM.
• Goods may be entered for:

−Home consumption;
−Warehousing;
−Transhipment;
−Transit; and

−Export processing zones.
•

The owner shall furnish documentary evidence of the goods to the proper
officer with entry.
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Entry of goods

Transit

•

Movement of goods
imported from a foreign
place through the
territory of one or more
of the Partner States, to
a foreign destination
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Transhipment

•

Transfer, either directly
or indirectly, of any
goods from an aircraft,
vehicle or vessel arriving
in a Partner State from a
foreign place, to an
aircraft, vehicle or
vessel, departing to a
foreign destination

Export processing zone

•

Designated part of
Customs territory
where any goods
introduced are
generally regarded,
in so far as import
duties and taxes
are concerned, as
being outside
Customs territory
but are restricted by
controlled access
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Entry of goods…
•

Once the goods are loaded onto the carrier in the country of exportation a bill of
lading (in case of vessels) or Airway bill (in case of an aircraft) is issued by the
shipping line or the airline respectively.

•

Prior to arrival of goods in Kenya the shipping line/airline lodges its online manifest
with the CBC through the iCMS system. The manifest number pertaining to the
concerned shipment on board of the vessel is advised by the shipping line.

•

The clearing agent on behalf of the importer then prepares a customs entry (form
C17B) against the uploaded manifest on the iCMS system.

•

Parallel to this, once the manifest is uploaded by the shipping line, the original bill of
lading duly endorsed by the consignee (or the telex release) is submitted to the
shipping line for issuance and release of a delivery order. The shipping line has to
ensure the delivery order is also uploaded online.

•

Uploaded entries are then validated (passed) by the CBC Data Processing Centre
(DPC) after payment of duties or confirmation of exemption of duties.

•

Import duties are automatically exempted when certain exemption codes issued by
the CBC exemptions unit are used while registering an import entry
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Import documentation
•

Duly filled form C17B;

•

Proof of payment of customs duties;

•

Bill of Lading or Airway bill;

•

Delivery order;

•

Original invoice;

•

Certificate of origin;

•

Certificate of conformity;

•

Import Declaration Form (IDF);

•

Insurance and freight notes;

•

Certificate of value;

•

Import permits (where applicable);and

•

Exemption letters (where applicable)
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Tariff Classification
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Aim of nomenclature

•

A systematic classification of all goods

•

Internationally uniform classification

•

Common international customs ‘Language’

•

Simplicity, certainty in customs agreements

•

International uniform data collation
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Purpose of nomenclature

•

Description of goods

•

Determine code for statistical purposes

•

Establish duty, VAT, Excise Regime

•

Identify restrictions/prohibitions e.g. scrap metal, dangerous
chemicals, endangered species

•

Certificate of Origin
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Classification criteria

• The material content
• Function or use of the article
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Material content criteria
Section

Description

I

Live Animals, Animal Products

II

Vegetable Products

III

Animal or vegetable fats

IV

Prepared Foodstuffs

V

Mineral Products

VI

Products of the Chemical or Allied Industries

VII

Plastics, Rubber and articles thereof

VIII

Raw Hides and Skins, leather

IX

Wood and articles of wood

XIII

Articles of stone, glass and glassware

XV

Natural or cultured pearls, precious stones
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According to use or function

Section

Description

XII

Footwear, headgear

XVI

Machinery and mechanical appliances

XVII

Vehicles, aircraft, vessels etc.

XVIII

Optical, photographic etc. instruments

XIX

Arms and ammunition
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Structure of the HS

97 chapters

21 sections

Chapter
• Digit 1&2
• ExampleLaptop
• Chapter 84
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Heading
• Digit 3&4
• Heading
8471

5,000
article
descriptions

subheading
• Digit 5&6
• Subheading
8471.30

Local tariff
item
• Digit 7&8
• Local tariff
item
• 8471.30.00
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Classification Procedures

• When classifying a commodity you are suppose to ask the
following
questions:

― What is it?
― What material or substance is it made of?
― What are its functions or use?
― In what form is it usually imported?
― Is this the only possible classification?
• These are very important questions to consider one to come up
with the most appropriate classification.
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Customs Valuation
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Customs valuation methods

•

Method 1 – Transaction value (TV)

•

Method 2 – (TV) of identical goods

•

Method 3 – (TV) of similar goods

•

Method 4 – Deductive method

•

Method 5 – Computed method

•

Method 6 – Fall-back method
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Method 1 - transaction value
•

The TV is the price actually paid or payable for goods when sold for
export.

•

Confirmation of Transaction Value?

•

Conditions to be fulfilled:
―Evidence of sale for export
o Sale of goods is the sole consideration
o Full prices, paid or to be payable(seller receives money & title
changes)
o Sufficient information for adjusting factors
−No condition or restriction on the disposition or use
−Buyer and seller should not be related

−Sale proceeds of the subsequent sale should not accrue directly or
indirectly
−No considerations that cannot be adjusted i.e. declare all
considerations
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Deductions
•

Buying commissions

•

Interest charges on finances(borrowed for purposes of
importation)

•

Allowable discounts – given without discrimination

•

Duties and Taxes paid in Partner State

•

Expenses paid within a Partner State – freight, handling charges
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Additions
•

Cost of containers – what type of containers? Those sold
together with product and cannot be re-used e.g. water bottles

•

Cost of packing material – boxes, crates, pallets, bales

•

Selling commissions and brokerage fees

•

Assists - Goods and service provided free of charge or at reduced
prices directly or indirectly by the seller

•

Royalties, license fees, warranty related to imported goods and
paid as a condition of sale

•

Value of any proceeds of subsequent sale going back to the seller

•

Freight & Insurance

•

All costs incurred in the country of export – transport, handling
costs
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Customs valuation
• Customs Value = CIF + Any other source charges for sea shipments.

• Freight is excluded for air shipments
• The import duties payable on importation are as follows:
−Import Duty: % of the Customs value of the goods
−Excise Duty: % of the (Customs value + Import Duty)
−VAT: 16% of the (Customs value + Import Duty + Excise Duty)
−IDF: 2% of the Customs value
−RDL: 1.5% of the Customs value
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Valuation of Assists
In determining the value of assist:
Add if:
• Not included in the value
• Are supplied by the buyer free of charge
• Used in the production of imported goods
Categories of assist:
• Raw materials; parts; components
• Tools; dies; moulds; similar goods
• Goods consumed; catalyst
• Engineering; developments; artwork; design work and plans and
sketches undertaken elsewhere than in the country of import.
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Method 2: Transaction Value of Identical Goods

• Goods which are the same in all respects including physical
characteristics, quality and reputation.
• The goods must have been produced in the same country as the
goods being valued.
• Identical goods from a different person shall be used only where
there are no identical goods produced by the same person as the
goods being valued.
• Where more than one transaction value of identical goods is
found the lowest value is to be used.
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Method 3: Transaction Value of Similar Goods

• Have like physical characteristics like component materials which
enable them perform same function and be commercially
interchangeable.
• Can consider quality of the goods, their reputation and existence
of a trademark.
• Goods should be produced in the same country as the goods
being valued.
• Where more than one transaction value of similar goods is found
the lowest value is to be used.
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Common Requirements under Identical/similar goods

•

Identical/similar in relation to imported goods

•

Produced in the same country

•

Exported at or about the same time as the imported goods

•

Same quality and commercial level as imported goods or else
adjusted for any differences

•

With two or more possible prices, select the lowest
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Method 5: Deductive value

• The unit price at which similar or identical goods are sold in the
greatest aggregate quantity at or about the time of importation of
the goods being valued to unrelated parties less:
−Commissions or profits and general expenses;
−Local expenses e.g. cost of transport and insurance after
importation;
−Local duties; and
−Other charges.
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Method 6: Computed Value

Consists of the sum of:
−Cost or value of materials, fabrication and other processing
costs (raw materials/transport/subassemblies/prefabrication).

−Profit and general expenses equal to that usually reflected in
the sales of goods of the same class or kind.
−Cost of value of all other expenses necessary to reflect the
freight, insurance, loading/unloading and handling charges.
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Method 7: Fall Back Value

Whatever is Reasonable.
Though not on the basis of:
−Domestic selling prices in the Partner State of goods produced
locally.
−System providing for the acceptance of a higher value of two
alternative values.
−Domestic price at country of exportation.
−The price of goods for export to a country other than the
Partner State.
−Minimum customs Values.
−Arbitrary or fictitious values.
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Value for export

•

The export is the FOB value

•

Selling price of the exported goods

•

Add transport to the point of exit

•

Add handling charges
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Exercise
Importer X purchases a brand new motor vehicle at a cost of USD 6,500
Exworks. The exporter issues importer X with an additional 4 tyres for free
which are valued at a market value of USD 200. The following costs are
incurred in the country of exportation:
Inspection costs- USD 1,000
Transport costs – USD 500
Engine service – USD 200
Buying commission – USD 100
Insurance – USD 1000
Freight to Kenya – USD 1,500

Other details include:
Exchange rate is 102
Import Duty – 25%
VAT – 16%

Excise Duty – 20%
Compute the total Tax payable
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Incentives
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Incentives provided by the EAC customs laws

• Rules of Origin
• Export Promotion schemes
−Duty Remissions Schemes

−Manufacturing under bond
−Export processing Zones
−Free ports
• Exemption Regimes

• Warehousing
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Post Clearance Audits
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Post clearance audits

Areas of Focus
1. Payments
Liability of owner for acts of a duly authorised agent – EACCMA Sec
148;

Public Notice issued by
KRA in this respect
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Post clearance audits
2. Customs Valuation
•

Related party transactions

•

Insurance debit notes or 1.5% factor;

•

Freight notes;

•

Other source charges;

•

Installation and commissioning costs;

•

Assists; and

•

Royalties.

3. Tariff Classification
•

In accordance with the CET as revised;
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Post clearance audits

4. Record Keeping and Document Retention
• Section 235 and 236 EACCMA provides the Commissioner of
Customs with the authority to require production and to inspect all
customs related, commercial and any other documents related to
imported goods within a period of five years.
• Lack of original documentation such as C63/CB17, IDFs, air waybills,
bills of lading, proforma invoices, final invoices, IDF form fees
receipt;
• Lack of other documents such as insurance papers, funds transfer
remittance advices, purchase orders, Goods received notes,
quotations, correspondences with supplier, supplier price list and
catalogues, etc
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Customs audits

• Ensure availability of records
• Undertake self assessment to validate adopted method and
ensure prices meet customs requirements

• Establish scope for legitimacy of reducing values for customs
• Justify values and prices
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Getting it right

•

Experienced staff dealing with Customs issues

•

Staff armed with relevant resources

•

Robust internal controls within the company

•

Periodic reviews on Customs issues
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Changes in the 2017/18 budget









Customs related measures will be communicated through the
EAC Gazette notice and implemented from 1 July 2017.
The EAC Common External Tariff (EAC CET) is currently
undergoing a comprehensive review with the revised EAC CET to
be released on adoption by the EAC Council of Ministers.
Reduction of port charges for fisheries vessels by 50%.
Exemption of export duty and Import Declaration Fees (IDF) on
goods exported to and imported by an enterprise licensed under
the SEZ Act.
White maize to be imported tax free for a period of unspecified
four months
The importation of dates during the period of Ramadhan will be
done on a tax free basis.
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Case Study
Bellamy Ltd is a Kenyan Company that publishes newspapers in Uasin Gishu
County. The Company imports printing paper from Egypt, a member of the
COMESA Free Trade Area. In August 2016, the Company imported 4,500 rolls
of newsprint paper and was issued with a commercial invoice which contained
the following details.


Incoterm: Ex-works



Cost : USD 345,000



Pick up costs from the factory to the point of loading: USD 25,000



Air Freight: USD 2,800



Inspection Costs: USD 2,500



Insurance: USD 550

In addition, the Company imported printing ink from South Africa as per the
details below:


Incoterms: FOB



Cost: USD 25,000



Sea Freight: USD 5,000



Insurance : KES 55,000
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Case study…..contd
Further, Bellamy Ltd recently installed a new printing press imported from
Germany. The Printing press attracts 0% import duty. However, due to the
bulky nature of the plant, the importation has to be done in part shipments.
Some of the components of the machine attract 10% import duty if imported
separately.
In addition to the machine, the German Company will provide Bellamy Ltd with
some replacement parts for free. The Exporter will also install the machine at
the Company`s factory in Uasin Gishu and charge the Company installation
and commissioning costs.
Questions
• Compute the import taxes and equivalent levies applicable on the printing
paper and ink imported by the Company.
• Explain whether the cost of replacement parts and the commissioning and
installation costs should form part of the customs value.
• Bellamy Ltd has approached you to advise them on the tax incentives
available to the Company based on the background information provided
above.
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Case study
• Bellamy Ltd is concerned that importing the printing machine in parts may
result in the Company paying 10% import duty on some of the plant
components. Briefly advise the Company on what measures should be taken to
optimize on the import duty payment.
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Q&A
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